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Abstract 
Let K be an infinite regular cardinal. For any weakly locally K-presentable category A, we 
prove that every K-directed colimit of regular monomorphisms in the category of arrows of A 
is a regular monomorphism. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18B25, 18E10, 18G05, 03G30 
0. Introduction 
The connection between pure morphisms and regular monomorphisms in accessible 
categories has been recently studied in [3, 1, 93. It was shown in [l] that every K-pure 
morphism is a regular monomorphism in any accessible category A with pushouts. This 
result depends on proving that every x-directed (or, equivalently, rc-filtered) colimit of 
regular monomorphisms in the category A2 (of A-arrows) is a regular monomorphism. 
In this paper, we prove that the latter result is true for any x-accessible category A with 
products, i.e., for any weakly locally rc-presentable category. This answers positively a 
question left open in [ 11. 
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1. Preliminaries 
Recall from [6] that a category is said to be exact if it has finite limits and stable 
quotients of equivalence relations, and a fimctor between exact categories is said to be 
regular if it preserves finite limits and quotients of equivalence relations. The notions 
of K-Barr-exact category and K-regular functor are introduced in [lo] for any infinite 
regular cardinal K. They are natural generalizations of the notions of exact category 
and regular functor, respectively. 
Definition 1.1 (Makkai [lo]). (a) A category C is rc-Barr-exact if it is exact, has rc- 
limits, i.e., every diagram G : D + C with #D < IC has a limit, and satisfies the 
principle of < rc dependent choices (DC,): let CI be an ordinal less than K, and let 
r = (4&J : A/3 + A,),spcar be an inverse diagram of type c1 in C such that 
(i) fb+t,b is a regular epimorphism, for every B with /I + 1 < cr; and 
(ii) the restriction of r to the domain consisting of all ordinals y 5 /3 is a limit 
diagram, for every /I < ~1. 
Then every fb,, is a regular epimorphism, for all y 5 p < a. 
(b) A functor between rc-Barr-exact ategories is rc-regular if it preserves all regular 
epimorphisms and all rc-limits. 
When C is a K-Barr-exact category, we denote the full subcategory of the fbnctor 
category (C, Set) whose objects are all set-valued K-regular ftmctors by k--Reg(C,Set). 
When C is also small, we denote by L,(C,Set) the category of set-valued functors 
preserving rc-limits. Since regular epimorphisms and rc-limits commute with K-directed 
colimits and products in Set (e.g., see [lo]), Ic-Reg(C,Set) has #-directed colimits and 
products. Consequently, the full embedding 
Ic-Reg( C, Set) + L,( C, Set) 
is closed under K-directed colimits and products. 
The following result is proved by Makkai in [IO]. The proof of the case K = Ns is 
due to Barr [5]. 
Proposition 1.2. For any small K-Barr-exact category C, the category L,(C,Set)oP is 
K-Barr-exact. Moreover, given any A4 E L,(C,Set), there is a regular monomorphism 
M + N in L,(C,Set), with N E K-Reg(C,Set). 
Recall that an object A of a category A is said to be K-presentable if the repre- 
sentable fimctor A(A, -) preserves rc-directed colimits existing in A. A is K-accessible 
if (i) A has x-directed colimits; and (ii) there is a small subcategory C of A consist- 
ing of rc-presentable objects such that every object of A is a rc-directed colimit of 
a diagram of objects in C. The full subcategory of A whose objects are the K- 
presentable ones is denoted by A,. A category is accessible if it is K-accessible 
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for some K (see [3, 111). Notice that, for any small category C with rc-limits, the 
category L,(C, Set) is k-accessible with rc-presentable objects being representable 
functors. 
A u-accessible category with products is called weakly locally n-presentable in [3]. 
A category is weakly locally presentable if it is weakly locally K-presentable for some 
K. It was proved in [4] (also, see [S]) that an accessible category has weak colimits if 
and only if it has products. 
For a weakly locally K-presentable category A, we denote by 
PF,(A, Set) 
the category of set-valued functors preserving K-directed colimits and products. PF,(A, 
Set) is rc-Barr-exact since K-directed colimits and products commute with regular epi- 
morphisms and K-limits in Set. The following result was shown in [7]. 
Proposition 1.3. For any weakly locally k-presentable category A, PF,(A, Set) is an 
essentially small u-Barr-exact category. Moreover, the evaluation finctor 
eA : A --) tc-Reg(PF,(A, Set), Set) 
is an equivalence of categories. 
For any A E A,, A(A, -) is in PF,(A, Set) by the rc-presentability of A. This implies 
that e*(A) is the representable functor Nat(A(A, -), -), and consequently, that e*(A) 
is K-presentable in L,(PF,(A, Set), Set). 
In the remainder of the paper we will consider A to be a weakly locally K-presentable 
category, and identify it freely with K-Reg(C,Set), where C is the small rc-Barr-exact 
category PF,(A,Set), by Proposition 1.3. We will furthermore denote L,(C,Set) by B, 
and consider A to be fully embedded in B. By remarks made above, every K-presentable 
object of A is K-presentable in B. 
2. Regular monomorphisms in A 
As noted in the introduction, the key result in showing that u-pure morphisms are 
regular monomorphisms in a rc-accessible category A with pushouts is the fact that 
regular monomorphisms of A are closed under #c-directed colimits in A2. We now 
derive this result for weakly locally rc-presentable categories. The proof of Theorem 
2.1 is a modification of the proof of the corresponding result in [l]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a weakly locally tc-presentable category. Then regular mono- 
morphisms are closed under K-directed colimits in the category A’. 
Proof. Let G : Z + A2 be a rc-directed iagram and (aij, b, : fi -+ fj)i<j be the con- 
necting mappings in G. With G(i) = fi, we assume that fi are regular monomorphisms 
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of A. A2 is Ic-accessible since A is rc-accessible. We form the colimit f: A + B of G 
in A2: 
Since B has colimits, we take the cokernel pair of J in B: 
We therefore have a K-directed diagram in 
by 
cij o mi = mj o by and Cij 0 ni = n, 0 bij 
B with morphisms (cu : Ci + Cj) defined 
for all i < j. 
Let us form the K-directed colimits m and n of (mi)iel and (ni)iEl, respectively, 
in B2: 
fz m, 
Ai- Bi , Ci 
a, 
1 1 
b, ” 1 ci . m 
A-B 
f 
:C 
n 
Hence C is a K-directed colimit of diagram (cq : Ci + Cj)i<j in B. 
Since h is a regular monomorphism in A, let us say that J;: is an equalizer of 
arrows (mj,ni : Bi + C;) in A. We obtain a unique arrow in B pi : Ci -+ Ci such 
that rni = pi o mi and ni = pi o ni. Therefore, fi has the following universal property: 
mi o fi = ni o fi, and for any h : D 4 Bi of A with mi o h = ni o h, there is a unique 
arrow t : D --) A such that g = fi o t. A morphism fi satisfying the property mentioned 
above is called an A-equalizer of arrows (mi,ni : Bi -+ Ci) in B. We will show that f 
is an A-equalizer of arrows (m,n : B + C) in B. 
It is clear that mo f = no f. Let h : D -+ B be any morphism of A with moh = noh. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that D is a K-presentable object of A, since 
every object of A is a K-directed colimit of K-presentable objects. The K-presentability 
of D and the fact that B is the K-directed colimit of the diagram (bii : Bi + Bj)i<j 
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imply that h factors through some bi, say that h = bi o k, for some k : D -+ Bi: 
We thus have that ci merges ltli o k and ni o k: 
As noted in the end of Section 1, since D is rc-presentable in B, and C is a u-directed 
colimit of the family of (cij : Ci + Cj)i<j in B, it follows that one Cij of the connecting 
maps (cij) merges mi o k and ni ok: 
Cij o (mi 0 k) = Cij o (ni ok). 
But mj o bij = Cij o mi and nj o b, = CV o ni, this implies that 
mj o (by ok) = nj o (bij ok). 
Since fj is an A-equalizer of mj and nj, there is a unique ~ITOW k’ : D -+ Aj with 
bij o k = fj o k’. We therefore obtain that h factors through f: 
h = bi o k = bj 0 bij 0 k = bj 0 fi 0 k’ = f 0 (Uj 0 k’). 
To show the uniqueness of this factorization, consider s, t : D + A with h = f 0 s = 
f o t. Since D is rc-presentable, we have that s and t factor through some ai, say 
s = ai o s’ and t = ai o t’. We thus have that 
bi o fi o S’ = f o ai o S’ = f 0 S’ = f 0 t’ = f 0 Ui 0 t’ = bi 0 fi 0 t’. 
Consequently, there is a connecting map bij : Bi + Bj with b;jo(f;:Od)= bGo(fiot’) 
as before. This implies that 
fj 0 (Uij 0 S’) = bij 0 (h 0 S’) = bij 0 (h 0 t’) = fj 0 (Uij 0 t’). 
Since fj is a regular monomorphism, aij o S’ = aij 0 t’. Therefore 
S = ai 0 S’ = aj 0 aij 0 S’ = aj 0 aij 0 t’ = Ui 0 t’ = t. 
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Finally, the fact that f is an A-equalizer implies that f is a regular monomorphism 
of A. In fact, for C above, by Proposition 1.2, there is a regular monomorphism 
g : C + C’ with C’ E A. We obtain that (g o m) o f = (g o n) o f in A. For any 
h:D-tBofA,suchthat(gom)oh=(gon)oh,thenmoh=nohasgisaregular 
monomorphism. Thus, f is the equalizer of g o m and g o n in A. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.2. It was shown in [9] that every x-pure morphism f in a weakly locally 
z-presentable category A is a regular monomorphism. We notice that this result can 
be derived from Theorem 2.1 by showing that f is a regular monomorphism in B. For 
details, we refer the reader to the corresponding argument presented in [l]. 
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